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Frank Belknap
Long
Frank Belknap Long (April 27,
1901 - January 3, 1994) was a
prolific American storyteller
and poet. He wrote fantasy,
horror,
science
fiction,
gothic novels, comic books,
and nonfiction. Although his
writing career spanned seven
decades, he is best known for
his horror and science fiction
stories,
including
his
contribution to the Cthulhu
Myths.

FIRST WRITING

In 1923, at the age of 22, he sold his first story, The Desert Lich, to the
famous pulp magazine Weird Tales. Over the course of forty years he would
often contribute to this type of pulp magazine (he also contributed to
Astounding Science Fiction), where he also published non-fiction articles.
His first book, A Man from Genoa and Other Poems, was published in 1926.

WORKS
The Horror from the Hills (1931)
The Hounds of Tindalos (1946)
Woman from Another Planet (1960)
Mars is My Destination (1962)
Howard Phillips Lovecraft: Dreamer on the Nightside
(1975)
The Golden Age of Weird Fiction: Frank Belknap Long
(Vol. 1)
The Golden Age of Weird Fiction: Frank Belknap Long
(Vol. 2) (2016)

The science fiction author Ray
Bradbury proclaimed in his
memoirs: Science fiction in the
USA
cannot
be
understood
without the contribution of
Frank Belknap Long.
Long was part of the so-called
Lovecraft
circle
from
its
beginnings, with Robert Bloch,
August Derleth, Robert E. Long,
Robert E. Long and Robert Bloch.

The story is about a pack
of filthy extraterrestrial
beasts "emerging through
strange angles and dark
niches from a place of
non-Euclidean geometry
that predates the night of
time.

Throughout the 1950s, he worked as an associate editor for Satellite Science Fiction, Short Story and Mike Shayne's
Mystery Magazine. With the decline of pulp magazines, he began writing science fiction and gothic novels under the
pseudonyms Lyda Belknap Long (his wife's name) and Leslie Northern.
He also published anthologies of his short stories such as The Hounds of Tindalos and Night Fear, and books of poems
such as In Mayan Splendor, a biography of Lovecraft: Howard Phillips Lovecraft: Dreamer on the Night Side, and his
own autobiography: Autobiographical Memoir (Necronomicon Press, 1986).

Guadalupe Dueñas

She was born in
Guadalajara, Jalisco,
on October 19, 1910
and died in Mexico
City on January 10,
2002.

She studied Literature at the unam FFYL and later
attended literary courses at the Belmont School in Los
Angeles, California.
She was a prominent twentieth-century Mexican
short story writer and essayist.

She won the José
María Vigil Prize in
1959 for his work
"Tiene la noche un
árbol".

She participated in a collective book ("Pasos
en la escalera". "La extraña visita". "Girándula"),
with three stories that she collects under the
same titles in "No moriré del todo".

Some of his
stories have
been translated
into English,
German, Italian,
and French.

"I kept a diary that all the girls at
school kept: it was no accident. […] And
I then in that book really was me. I put
all the hatred, the disgust that life
caused me, the disappointment I was in,
the total hopelessness. I was very
renegade, and also very happy. I wrote
verses there; Anyway, I did everything I
thought I could do".
Guadalupe Dueñas ~
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ROALD DAHL

1916—1990

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Roald Dahl was born in the Llandaff district of Cardiff City, Wales, on September 13,
1916, to Norwegian parents, Harald Dahl and Sofie Magdalene Hesselberg. They
named it Roald in honor of the explorer Roald Amundsen, a national hero of Norway.

RECOGNIZED NOVELS
Roald Dahl was a British novelist, short story writer, poet and screenwriter
among his most popular works are Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James
and the Giant Peach, Matilda, The Great Good-natured Giant, Agu Trot, The
Witches and Tales of the Unexpected.

What is the purpose of the novel The Witches?
One of the most classic and traditional components of The Witches is the
main theme of the novel: the fight of good against evil. This is the typical
confrontation between "good" and "bad" characters that, naturally,
culminates in the victory of the good protagonist over the evil witches.
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1916-1965

Writer Shirley Jackson was born in 1916 in California.
Among her early works was "The Lottery," the highly
controversial and famous short story about terror a village
that partakes in an annual death ritual. Jackson, who also
wrote such novels as The Haunting of Hill House and We
Have Always Lived in the Castle, died of heart failure in
1965.

LITERARY WORKS

The Haunting of Hill House takes place over a
single week in rural 1950s America. The story
begins with a brief introduction to the cast of
characters. Dr. John Montague is the psychic
researcher who instigates the adventure in Hill
House.

"The Lottery." The tale, which starts as a
seemingly benign account of an annual event
in smalltown America, takes a dark turn when
the event is revealed to be a gruesome
sacrifice.

The Bird’s Nest is a narrative magician’s trunk of a
book dealing, on its surface, with multiple
personalities. Elizabeth Richmond, daughter of a
rebellious mother who died young, is kept closely
confined by her aunt’s rules and masterful
personality.

Biography.com Editors. (April 2, 2014). Shirley Jackson Biography. 22 de octubre de 2021, de A&E Television Networks Sitio
web: https://www.biography.com/writer/shirley-jackson
https://nationalpost.com/entertainment/books/book-reviews/the-birds-nest-and-the-sundial-by-shirley-jackson-review
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Joyce Carol Oates, pseudonyms Rosamond Smith and
Lauren Kelly, (born June 16, 1938, Lockport, New York,
U.S.), American novelist, short-story writer, and essayist
noted for her vast literary output in a variety of styles and
genres. Particularly effective are her depictions of violence
and evil in modern society.

SOME OF HER BEST TERRIFYING STORIES:

The Doll-Master: And Other Tales of
Terror.
Each story in this anthology will increase your feeling of
vulnerability and paranoia, since they show a truth that we
prefer to hide: that human beings are even more terrifying
than monsters from beyond the grave. Carol Oates renews the
genre and takes it to unprecedented limits.

Zombi.
The plot follows the story of Quentin, a serial killer and
sexual sadist who kidnaps men and performs home
surgeries on them to try to create a "zombie", which he
defines as a slave who loves him without qualms and
satisfies his every desire. The play is inspired by the life of
Jeffrey Dahmer.

Persuit.
.Persecution is impeccably written, with a very particular
style and a way of narrating so incredible that it seems to
emulate that duality that we all have between what we say
/ think and what we actually feel. In that sense, Joyce
Carol Oates immerses you like no one else in the mind of
each narrator.

Most important phrases of Joyce Carol Oates:
"Tragedy is an experience that enlightens character"
-Joyce Carol Oates.
"Love combined with hate is more powerful than love. Or that hate."
-Joyce Carol Oates.
"Nothing is accidental in the universe - this is one of my Laws of Physics
- except the entire universe itself, which is pure accident, pure divinity."
-Joyce Carol Oates.
"Our house is made of glass ... And our lives are made of glass, and there
is nothing we can do to protect ourselves."
-Joyce Carol Oates.
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BERNARDO ESQUINCA
Bernardo was born in Guadalajara,
Jalisco, on January 4, 1972.
He won the
Fernando Benítez National Prize for
Cultural Journalism in 1994.
His work Red Beauty was recognized by the
newspaper Reforma as the Best First
Novel of 2005.

Bernardo Esquinca mentioned that
dedicating himself to writing about this
genre has not been complicated for him,
because he feels connected to these issues
from a very young age, so he could not write
about anything else.

HIS PUBLICATIONS INCLUDE:
“Underworld” (2018)
“The eighth plague” (2017)
“Coffin meat” (2016)
“All blood” (2013)
“Demonia” (2011)
"The Straw Children" (2008)

In 2021 he was nominated for the
prestigious Shirley Jackson Award
for his short story "Señor Ligotti",
included in The Valancourt Book of
World Horror Stories.

Howard Phillips
Lovecraft

By: Bolaños Velasco Armando 517

He was an American writer,
author of horror and science
fiction stories and novels, he
was born in Rhode Island in
1890, he Innovated the tales
of horror because he
introduced his own
mythology with the myths
of Cthulhu, he included
cosmic horror elements like
alien races, travels in the
time and other dimensions,
he died of cancer in the
small intestine in 1937.

His most
notable works

-The call of Cthulhu (1926)
-The Dream-Quest
unknown Kadath (1943)
-The Shadow over
Innsmouth (1931)
-The Shadow out of time
(1934)
-The mountains of madness
(1931)
-The Dunwich Horror (1928)
-Dagon (1919)
-Necronomicon (1921)

Quote of his most famous phrases
-"The oldest and the strongest emotion of
mankind is fear, and the oldest and the
strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown."

-"Wise men have interpreted dreams and the
gods have laughed."
-"In short, the world abounds with simple
delusions which we may call happiness if we be
but able to entertain them. "

DRACULA

It is an icon of popular
culture!

Created by Bram
Stoker in 1897

He lives in his
old castle in
Transylvania!
His
His greatest
greatest enemy
enemy
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is Dr.
Dr. Helsing
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"It is hell's delight to do evil to man and hasten his eternal ruin."

Joseph Thomas Sheridan Le Fanu was
an Irish writer who was born on
August 28, 1814 in Dublin and died on
February 7, 1873 in the same city.
His writings are of mystery and
horror. He wrote articles, poems,
ballads, short stories and novels.

Some of his books are:
- La casa junto al cementerio
(1863)
- La mano de Wylder (1864)
- Tío Silas (1864)
- Vidas encantadas (1868)
- La profecía de Cloostedd
(1868)
- El misterio de Wyvern (1869)
- En

un

vidrio

misterioso

(1872)
- Carmilla (1872), etc.

"There comes
with old age a
time when the
heart is no
longer
malleable,
and retains
only the shape
in which it was
cooled."

Considered the master
of the horror genre,
great precursor of the
psychological thriller.

Sheridan
Le Fanu

He was on
the staff of
several
newspapers
, until his
death,
Dublin,
February 7,
1873.

"But dreams break through the
stone walls, illuminate the
empty rooms and darken the
illuminated ones, and the
characters involved in the
dream come and go as they
please, mocking the locks."
- Joseph Sheridan, Carmilla
One of his most famous works

C. Auguste Dupin
Original character created by:

Edgar Allan Poe
Edgar Allan Poe was an American
romantic writer, poet, critic and
journalist.

He was a renovator of the gothic novel,

especially for his horror stories. He is

considered the inventor of the detective

story, and more.

Here we will talk about the character with
whom the detective genre began,
Chevalier Aguste Dupin.
Dupin is described by his roommate as a rather
asocial, frivolous and very interesting person.
In short, a cold analyst.
He appears in three short stories:
Morgue of street crimes
(1841)
The Mystery of Marie Roget
(1842)
The Purloined Letter (1844)
This character is considered
the key predecessor for the
creation of other detectives
such as Sherlock Holmes and
Hercule Poirot.

We invite you to read the
stories. You will die of
suspense!!

Infographic by:

Dupin is of French origin, we
are told that he came from a
wealthy family but due to bad
luck he ended up living in a
cheap house that was rumoured
to be haunted along with his
friend
and
our
anonymous
narrator, who describes the
gruesome crime scenes and
how they are solved.

Servín Cruz Michelle
Salas Ramos Frida
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Carrillo Robles Jimena
Guerrero Miguel Moisés Antonio

(1890-1937)
"The strongest and oldest emotion of humanity is fear, and the oldest and strongest uncle of fear is
fear of the unknown." -H.P Lovecraft

1. Lovecraft's parents ended their days in the same institution for the
mentally ill, Butler Hospital. Diagnosis: psychosis

2. Lovecraft as a child dreamed of being an astronomer,
but he was never able to complete his basic studies due
to what he called a "nervous breakdown."

3. In his activity as a Negro, he befriended Harry
Houdini. The publication of "under de pyramides" made
Houdini so happy that he always took care of finding
jobs for him until the day of his death.
4. He wrote about 100,000 letters during his lifetime, a record second only
to Voltaire in the field of literature.

5. He detested sex. Sonia Greene, with whom he
had a brief and turbulent marriage, told after
his death that Lovecraft was a virgin when
they married in 1924. He was 34 years old.

6. He suffered from the disease of night terrors.
he screamed and fled from his dreams as if they
were real.

7. He described in a letter how Cthulhu should be
pronounced. For a Spanish speaker, the
instructions would be like this: KTULÚ with an
accent on the last u.

8. He died of intestinal cancer in 1937 (46 years
old).

Cthulhu is a deity created by the fiction and horror author Howard
Phillips Lovecraft; whose mythology deals with strange beings called
Primeval Ones who inhabited the Earth long before humanity appeared
and their present attempts to recover it.

hp
hp lovecraft
lovecraft
1890-1937
Howard Phillips
Lovecraft was born on
August 20, 1890, in
Providence, Rhode
Island, United States.
and death on March
15, 1937, Providence,
Rhode Island, United
States

Lovecraft was an American
writer of weird, science,
fantasy, and horror fiction.
Lovecraft is best known for his
creation of a body of work
that became known as the
Cthulhu Mythos.

"The oldest and strongest
emotion of mankind is fear, and
the oldest and strongest kind of
fear is fear of the unknown."

Books

1. The Call of Cthulhu
2. The Shadow Over Innsmouth
3. The Whisperer in Darkness
4. The Dunwich Horror
5. At the Mountains of Madness

Reedsy. (2021, January 26). The 10 Best H.P. Lovecraft Books for New Readers. Discovery.
https://reedsy.com/discovery/blog/best-lovecraft-books
H.P. Lovecraft Quotes (Author of The Call of Cthulhu). (s. f.). goodreads.
https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/9494.H_P_Lovecraft
Cain, S. (2018, February 22). Ten things you should know about HP Lovecraft. The Guardian.
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/aug/20/ten-things-you-should-know-about-hplovecraft
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JOE HILL

(JUNE, 1972 - PRESENT )
He is the son of writer Stephen King and Tabitha
King. Joe is an American writer and comic creator,
especially in the horror, dark fantasy, and science
fiction genres.
He was born on June 4,
1972, in Hermon, Maine
(United States).

He is the #1 New York
Times bestselling author
of The Fireman and
Heart-Shaped Box.

His literary debut was with
the collection of short
stories "Fantasmas" (2000),
which received various
awards.

He received the Ray
Bradbury fellowship

ABOUT HE
American writer, Joe Hill is the name
used by Joseph Hillstrom King to sign
his literary work, a pseudonym
chosen to avoid comparison with his
father, also author Stephen King
Hill is known for his stories, novels
and scripts dedicated to the mystery
and horror genre,

BIBLIOGRAPHY
-Heart-Shaped Box
-Horns
-Nosferatu
-The fireman
-20th Century Ghosts
-Strange weather
-Locke & Key

AWARDS
-British fantasy award for best
comic/graphic novel (2009)
-Goodreads choice awards best horror
(2016)
-Audie award for short
stories/collections (2020)

References:
Hill, J. Joe Hill. Joe Hill Fiction. Retrieved 21 October 2021, from https://www.joehillfiction.com/#about.
Joe Hill (novelist). En.wikipedia.org. Retrieved 21 October 2021, from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Hill_(novelist).
Joe Hill. IMDb. Retrieved 21 October 2021, from https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0454872/bio.
Joe Hill: biografía y obra. AlohaCriticón. Retrieved 21 October 2021, from https://www.alohacriticon.com/literatura/escritores/joehill/.

BERNARDO
ESQUINCA
Bernardo Esquinca (Guadalajara,
1972) is a Mexican writer inscribed
on the theme of the so-called weird
fiction or "strange fiction." His work
mixes the crime, fantasy and horror
genres.

"I can't understand the world without the
supernatural."
"Sometimes I think it's better this way. Leave
the rest of humanity at the mercy of their own
ignorance."
- Bernardo Esquinca

BOOKS
The eighth plague
All the blood

Demon
Straw children

Black Sea

AWARS
In 2021 he was nominated for
the prestigious Shirley Jackson
Award for his short story "Señor
Ligotti", included in The
Valancourt Book of World
Horror Stories.

Henry james
Henry James was
born in New York
in 1843, and died
in London in 1916.

For Henry James, ghosts
are spectral projections of
our emotions: the pain of a
loss, a bond with someone
who is gone, the fear of
death, or even a deep love
for the deceased. Ghosts
can represent fears, but
also desires.

His most important books are:
The Turn of the Screw (1898)
The Ambassadors (1903)
Daisy Miller (1878)
The Europeans (1878)

Martín, E., & de Eduardo Martín, L. T. las E. (2020, noviembre 8). Los fantasmas de las
emociones, y viceversa: Henry James y los relatos de terror. Lamilanabonita.com.
https://lamilanabonita.com/2020/11/08/los-fantasmas-de-las-emociones-y-viceversahenry-james-y-los-relatos-de-terror/
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NeilGamn

Neil Richard Gaiman, borned in
Hampshire, England, the November 10th
1960, actually he is 60 years old.

Since kid he was influenced by writters like
G.K. Chesterton "The prince of paradoxes",
C.S. Lewis, the writter of "Chronices of
Narnia" or J.R.R. Tolkien, the writter of "The
hobbit" and "The lord of the rings"

His highlight is the novel "Caroline",
published in 2002, won awards like "Los
Premios Hugo y Nébula" as the best short
novel in 2003 and the award "Bram
Stoker" to the best piece to young reader

"Caroline" was brought to the movie
teather with success. Gaiman, working as
scriptwriter has participated in movies like
"Beowulf" and "Mirrormask",

Main Works:
Caroline
The Graveyard Book
The Ocean at the End of the Lane
Stardust
Neverwhere
American Gods
" I N ' R E A L L I F E ' Y O U A R E G O I N G T O S
H A L F O F Y O U R T I M E I N A W O R L D O
N I G H T M A R E S . W H E N Y O U C L O S E Y O U R
T H E P L A C E W H E R E Y O U G O I S Y O U R D R E
P L A C E W H E R E Y O U R E A L L Y
- N E I L
G A I M A N -

- A R E V A L O

Z A V A L E T A D A V I D
E L I A N
- O R D O Ñ E Z V E L Á Z Q U E Z
C A R L O S A R T U R O

P E N D M O R E T H A N
F D R E A M S A N D
E Y E S A N D S L E E P ,
A M S A N D T H A T I S A
L I V E . "
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Ira Levin

1929 - 2007
He was born in Manhattan, New York, August 27, 1929, and
grew up in Manhattan and the Bronx. The son of a Jewish
merchant, he graduated from the Horace Mann School; At
New York University he received a BA in Philosophy and
English, after which he enlisted in the army in the early
1950s. He began his writing career with scripts for television,
having been in the same script boy. His first play was
adapted from a Mac Hyman novel, No Times for Sergeant,
which was later made into a film version in 1958.

SOME LITERARY COMPOSITIONS

A Kiss Before Dying (1953)

Rosemary's Baby (1967)

The Stepford Wives (1972)

The Boys from Brazil (1976)
Quotes by Ira Levin
"Anyone who needs more than one suitcase is a tourist, not a
traveler“ Help us translate this quote — Ira Levin, book
Rosemary's Baby
"Sex, yes; sexism, no.“ — Ira Levin, book The Stepford Wives
"Being happy or unhappy - is that really the most important
thing? Knowing the truth would be a different kind of
happiness - a more satisfying kind, I think, even if it turned
out to be a sad kind.“ Ira Levin, book This Perfect Day
Sources:
colaboradores de Wikipedia. (2021a, abril 28). Ira Levin. Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre. Recuperado
25 de octubre de 2021, de https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ira_Levin
Svoboda, M. (s. f.). Frases de Ira Levin (7 citas) | Frases de famosos. Citas.in. Recuperado 25 de
octubre de 2021, de https://citas.in/autores/ira-levin/
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1809-1849
He was an American romantic writer, poet, critic, and
journalist, generally recognized as one of the universal
masters of the short story, of which he was one of the first
practitioners in his country.

MOST IMPORTANT WORKS OF
EDGAR ALLAN POE

The crimes of morgue Street
It is the father text that inaugurates the modern detective detective
genre and also poses for the first time in literary history a “locked
room” mystery.

The black cat
Considered one of the scariest stories in the history of
literature, the work was originally published in the Saturday
Evening Post in Philadelphia in August 1843.

The Tell-Tale Heart
This story, first published in the literary newspaper The
Pioneer in 1843, presents the relationship between two
people, of whom it is not really known if they have any kind
of relationship.

Edgar Allan Poe's influence today
He exerted great influence on French Symbolist literature
and, through it, on Surrealism.

Guillermo
del Toro.
Guillermo del Toro Gómez is a Mexican director,
screenwriter, producer and novelist, he is known
worldwide as Guillermo del Toro and has been
awarded multiple prizes (Golden Globe, Goya or
Ariel award, oscar, etc.) for his magnificent works.
as those to be presented

THE SHAPE OF WATER
The Shape of Water is a fantasy genre romance
novel written by Guillermo del Toro and Daniel
Kraus published in 2018, it is important to note
that there is also the movie

THE FAUN'S LABYRINTH
Set in the 1940s in Spain during the post-war
repression of the Franco era, this fairy tale
revolves around Ofelia, a lonely and dreamy girl
who lives with her mother and adoptive father, a
military officer in charge of "eliminating the rebels
from the area".

NIGHTLY
Oscura is the second vampire novel in the
Darkness Trilogy, co-written by Guillermo del
Toro and Chuck Hogan, published in 2010.

THE HOLLOW BEINGS
Odessa Hardwicke's life takes an
unexpected turn when she is forced to
shoot her partner, Walt Leppo, a decorated
FBI agent who becomes inexplicably violent
upon apprehending a devastating roving
assassin.
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Thomas Ligotti
Who is?
Thomas Ligotti (born July 9, 1953) is a
contemporary American horror author and
reclusive literary cult figure. His writings have
been noted as rooted in several literary genres
most prominently weird fiction.

Best books

AWARDS

"Songs of a Dead Dreamer", "The Conspiracy
Against The Human Race", "Grottesco Theater",
"Grimscribe", "My work is not yet done",
"Noctuary", "Nightmare factory".

Among its main awards are:
1982: Small Press Writers and Artists Organization, best horror author: The Chymist
1996: Bram Stoker Award for Best Fiction Collection: The Nightmare Factory
1996: Bram Stoker Award for Best Long Fiction: The Red Tower
2002: Bram Stoker Award for Best Long Fiction: My Work Is Not Yet Done
2002: International Horror Guild Award, Long Form Category: My Work Is Not Yet Done

Famous Quotes
"The sinister, the terrible never deceive: the
state in wich they leave us is always one of
enlightenment. And only this condition of
vicious insight allows us a full grasp of the
world, all things considered, just as a frigid
melancholy grants us full possession of
ourselves. We may hide from horror only in the
heart of horror" ("The Medusa")

"People may believe they can choose any
number of things. But they cannot choose to
undo their existence, leaving them to live and
die as puppets who have had an existence
forced upon them whose edicts they must
follow. If you are already among the existent,
anything you do will be unjustified and
MALIGNANTLY USELESS.“
The Conspiracy Against the Human Race: A Contrivance of Horror

"Also worthy of mention is a clique among the
suicidal for whom the meaning of their act is a
darker thing. Frustrated as perpetrators of an
all-inclusive extermination, they would kill
themselves only because killing it all is closed
off to them. They hate having been delivered
into a world only to be told, by and by, “This
way to the abattoir, Ladies and Gentlemen.”
The Conspiracy Against the Human Race: A Contrivance of Horror (2010)

Blibliography

peoplepill.com. (2011). About Thomas Ligotti: American horror author (1953-) | Biography,
Facts, Career, Wiki, Life. Retrieved October 24, 2021, from peoplepill.com website:
https://peoplepill.com/people/thomas-ligotti
Svoboda, M. (2021). Thomas Ligotti. Retrieved October 24, 2021, from Citas.in website:
https://citas.in/autores/thomas-ligotti/
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BRIAN
LUMLEY
“Our human race is a colony of ants, Mr. Lawton,
inhabiting an anthill at the edge of a limitless
chasm called infinity.”
― Brian Lumley, The Taint and Other Novellas.

Biography.
Brian Lumley was born in North East England on December 2,
1937, and he is currently 83 years old.

He joined the British Army and wrote short stories in his free

time, he retirired from the military in 1980 and Lumley
became a professional author.

Lumley began writing fiction based on the myths of H.P.
Lovecraft and he added a series of stories to the writer H. P.

Lovecraft's Mythos of Cthulhu, the most popular being those
featuring Titus Crow as the main character.

His first original work, of great success throughout the world,
was the Necroscope Chronicles (1986-1991), which was followed
by numerous novels, always in horror.
Winner of a British Fantasy Award, Lumley has been translated
into more than ten languages and his works sold practically all
over the world.

“Blood is the life.”
― Brian Lumley, Necroscope.

His most famous books.
Necroscope -1986

Vampire World I: Blood Brothers - 1992

Vamphiryl! - 1988

Vampire World II: The Last Aerie - 1993

The Source - 1989

Vampire World III: Bloodwars - 1994

Elysia - 1989

Necroscope: The Touch - 2006

Deadspawn - 1991

“That is not dead which can forever lie, And with
strange aeons even death may die…”
― Brian Lumley, The Compleat Crow.
References:

Brian Lumley. (n.d.). IMDb. From: https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0525915/bio
Brian Lumley. (n.d.). Lecturalia. https://www.lecturalia.com/autor/2919/brian-lumley
Brian Lumley Quotes. (n.d.). Goodreads. https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/20602.Brian_Lumley
EcuRed. (n.d.). Brian Lumley. From: https://www.ecured.cu/Brian_Lumley#Su_obra

Name: Hernandez Garcia Angel Brandon

Bram Stoker
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Abraham Stoker was born in Dublin in 1847 and died in
1912 in London. At the age of 7 He suffered from
paralysis, but He continued with his life and He was a
footballer and an athlete.
He started in the world of writer when He was a public
servant in Dublin (1867-1877) when he wrote a critic for
"The evening mail", and it was his first thing as
writer, but his main success was "Dracula" of 1897
"Once again,
welcome to my
house. Come
freely, get out to
safe; leave some
to the happiness
that You bring". Drácula (Bram
Stoker)

Bram Stoker wrote Dracula in 1897, and He wrote
Dracula with legends and with his adventures with his
friend Irving.
Dracula is the story of a lawyer and his adventures
with the Count of Dracula, and their history in the
Castle of Dracula, when They lived a lot of adventures
for survive to Dracula and fight against him

“¿Do you believe in
the destiny? ¿That
even the powers in the
time can alter it with
a propose? ¿That the
luckiest man from this
world is the one that
finds the true love?”
- Drácula (Bram
Stoker)

Another of his achievements are:
The step of the snake (1890)
The mistery of the sea (1902)
The jewel of the seven stars (1904)
The lady of the shroud (1909)
"They have to
conserver their energy
for use it closer of
house. While they play
with their cards
against to me, against
me who I led nations,
I given for them and I
fight for them for
centuries before they
were born” - Drácula
(Bram Stoker)
Fernández, Tomás y Tamaro, Elena. (2004) Biografia de Bram Stoker. En Biografías y Vidas. La
enciclopedia biográfica en línea Recovered from
https://www.biografiasyvidas.com/biografia/s/stoker.htm [accessed October 21, 2021].
Linda Cruz. (4 de marzo de 2019). Las 31 Mejores Frases de Drácula de Bram Stoker. Lifeder.
Recovered from .https://www.lifeder.com/frases-dracula-bram-stoker/ [accessed October
21, 2021]
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HORACE
WALPOLE

SEPTEMBER 24, 1717 – MARCH 2, 1797
British politician, writer and innovative
architect.
Born in London, he was the son of Prime
Minister Robert Walpole. He was
educated at Eton College and King's
College, Cambridge.
In 1764 he published his most famous
work, one of the first milestones of the
Gothic or horror novel, "The Castle of
Otranto"

His most recognized works are:
-Some Anecdotes of Painting in England
(1762)
-The Castle of Otranto (1764)
-The Mysterious Mother (1768)
-A Description of the Villa of Mr. Horace
Walpole (1784)
-Hieroglyphic Tales (1785)

"But ,oh lord, what is blood? What is the nobility? We are
all reptilians, miserable sinful creatures. Only piety can
differentiate us from the dust from which we come and to
which we must return"

"Alfonso's blood cried out to heaven for vengeance, and
heaven has allowed this altar to be sullied by murder, and
that you have shed your own blood at the foot of that
prince's tomb!"

"This world is a comedy for those who think, a
tragedy for those who feel"

"Do you think, lovely maiden, that I will agree to
save my life by drawing calamities upon yours?
Before I would endure a thousand deaths"

Gomez Mendoza Xochiquetzal 516
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Mary Shelley
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin
was born on August 30, 1797 in
London (England).

Her mother died
days after her
birth due to the
fevers that the
childbirth caused.
Mary fell in love
with Percy
Bysshe, whom
she admired for
his great
intellectual
knowledge.

He grew up and
was educated in
an intellectual
and progressive
environment
Mary was
living with
Percy in
common law,
they had a son
but he died
prematurely

A vacation with her husband and sister resulted in her bestknown work, since not being able to leave the mansion they
decided to create horror stories, and that is where
Frankenstein was born.
"Mary turned her tragedies into the
life of Victor Frankenstein"

Criticón, A. (2020, 15 junio). Mary Shelley: biografía y obra. AlohaCriticón.
Recuperado 18 de agosto de 2021, de
https://www.alohacriticon.com/literatura/escritores/mary-shelley/
de Medici, A. (2020, 30 agosto). Historia National Geographic.
historia.nationalgeographic.com.es. Recuperado 18 de agosto de 2021, de
https://historia.nationalgeographic.com.es/a/tormento-literario-mary-shelley_15577

Bernardo Esquinca was born in
Guadalajara, Jalisco in 1972, his
works are based on strange fiction,
mixing the genres of crime and terror.
Narrator and journalist. He studied
Communication Sciences at ITESO. He
was a producer and radio host at the
University of Guadalajara.

It is a collection of stories where topics
such as cursed dolls, mutant animals,
murderers obsessed with pre-Hispanic
culture are addressed, but the most
fearsome thing is that the atmosphere
of terror develops in the streets, the
people and the atmosphere of CDMX.

Bernardo Esquinca has established himself as one of the
most important names in the narrative of the strange in
Mexico. In a country where horror literature is looked
down upon by critics, he has managed to win over the
critics and at the same time have a large group of loyal
fans.
In 2017 Bernardo Esquinca won the National Noir Novel
Award for the book “The incredible adventures of the
amazing Edgar Allan Poe”. Liliana Blum, part of the jury,
said that "Esquinca achieves something unusual in current
Mexican narrative: a fantastic story starring a historical
character."
In 2021 he was nominated for the prestigious Shirley
Jackson Award for his short story "Señor Ligotti",
included in The Valancourt Book of World Horror Stories.

Group: 509
Alcalá Olvera Johanna Paola
Guerrero Muñoz Abigail
San Pedro Trinidad José Emilio
Teacher: Irma Lopez Casillas

Bibliographic references:
-Coordinación Nacional de Literatura. (2011). Bernardo
Esquinca.
Recovered
from:
http://www.elem.mx/autor/datos/331
-Enciclopedia de la literatura en México (s.f.). Mar negro. Elem.
Recovered from: http://www.elem.mx/obra/d atos/203020
-Esquinca, Bernardo. (2015). Retrieved 14 October 2021, from:
Esquinca, Bernardo - Escritores.org - Recursos para escritores

Daphne du
Maurier
In full Dame Daphne du Maurier, she
was born May 13, 1907, London,
England—died April 19, 1989, Par,
Cornwall, daughter of actor-manager
Sir Gerald du Maurier. English novelist
and playwright, characterized by
romantic-gothic novels with elements
of fear and intrigue. Her books show
characters often consumed by
emotions, addictions and obsessions.

All her books have been brought to the
screen and many of them by the hand of
director Alfred Hitchcock.

Her most important and wellknown novels are:

Most famous phrases
"If something could be invented - I said impulsively - to bottle
the memories, like perfumes ... So that they do not dissipate, so
that they never become stale ... Whenever we wanted, we could
open the bottle and it would be like coming back to live the
saved moment." "Rebecca" (1938)
"Happiness is not a treasure that can be hoarded; it is a way of
thinking, a state of mind. It's not that sometimes we don't feel
depressed; but we also know moments that escape the clock
and become eternal." "Rebecca" (1938)
"Sooner or later, in this life we all come to our own demon that
haunts and torments us and in the end we have to fight him."
"Rebecca" (1938)

GARCÍA GARCÍA CARLOS SANTIAGO PRESENTS

Emilio Bueso

Spanish writer who has
published horror stories,
crime novels, dirty realism
and fiction.

He has received
several awards such as the
Nocte Award, the Ignotus
Award and the Celsius
Award.

He was also
the only signer of an
original in Spanish to
appear among the 20
bestselling books of 2014.

----------------------------------------------

Emilio is a...

He works with the
genres
Horror, Science Fiction,
Fantastic, Dirty Realism,
Western, Biopunk, Road
Movie, Sword and
Sorcery.

Some of his most
recommended books
are
"Ahora intenta dormir"
(2015), "Extraños Eones"
(2014), "Esta noche arderá
el cielo" (2013) and
"Diástole" (2011).

In 2017
In 2017 he started a new
opportunity under the publishing
label Ediciones Gilgamesh, ,
which will result in the trilogy Los
ojos bizcos del sol.

SUSAN HILL
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Known works
-Basic Biomechanics.
-The various lairs of men.
-DIET- GCH: What Did Dr.
Simeons Really Say?
-Bonnie, Our Backyard
Bunny.
-Black woman.
-The danger of darkness
(III)
-I am the king of the
castle.
-The woman in black
elementary level.

Famous quotes
"kindness is a kind of
love without love"
"Flashbacks in movies
rarely work"
"Yorkshire is a big part
of me"

González López Sergio Yael_517

MARY SHELLEY
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin (better known
as Mary Shelley) was born on August 30,
1797, in London. She was a British
philosopher and biologist writer of novels,
essays and plays, currently considered
one of the leading figures of romanticism.
He died on February 1, 1851.

Her best-known works are:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Frankenstein (1818)
Mathilda (1819)
Valperga; Life and
Adventures of
Castruccio, Prince of
Lucca (1823)
The Last Man (1826)
Perkin Warbeck (1830)
Lodore (1835)
Falkner (1837)

Serrano Maldonado
Diego Emilio 517

"Who can conceive the horrors of
my covert task, rummaging in the
damp darkness of graves or
tormenting some living animal to
to try
to animate
inert
to try
to animate
thethe
inert
mud?
Nowtremble
my
limbs
Now
my
just
Nowmud?
mylimbs
limbs
tremble
justbyby
tremble
just
by
remembering
rememberingit;it;then
thenanan
remembering
it;an
remembering
it;
then
irresistible
irresistibleand
andalmost
almostfrantic
frantic
then anand
irresistible
irresistible
almost
impulse
impulsespurred
spurredononme."
me."
almost
franticon
franticand
impulse
spurred
impulse
spurred
onon
me."
impulse
spurred
me."
me."
As we can
see from this
quote, Shelley is a master of
Gothic writing and dark
descriptions.
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She gives his work a psychological sense, that's why her work is
different from others.

Most popular
work

Nights in the lost city 1995.
Without mercy, the crimes that
shocked Mexico, 2007.
The light behind the door: silence in
writing, 2012.

Audiovisual field

The unforgivable, 2014.
The mechanism of fear, 2005.

Some important
awards

She is the creator and scriptwriter
of LN for Fox Premium. And part of
the scriptwriter pull of the Tijuana
series for Netflix.

He has been part

José Fuentes Mares

of some

National Prize for

anthologies in

Literature, 2007

Mexico and

Literature Contest,

abroad, and his

2011 (Essay

narrative has

Category)

been translated

Juan José Arreola

into English,

National Short Story

French and

Competition, 2014

Czech.

Some of her works
In her works one can notice children
forced to pretend to be children after
having been stripped of their
childhood, and adults pretending to
be adults when the truth is that they
are grown and wounded children.

The mechanism of fear
Pain is an equilateral triangle.
The unforgivable.
The store of dreams: A century of
Mexican fantasy tale.
Houdini's dilemma

She implements topics like violence and horror in her work.

Cultura UNAM.(2016). Norma Lazo en Descarga Cultura UNAM. [Archivo de
video].
Disponible
en:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=TJj7vy_U5Xo&t=69s
Fundación para las Letras Mexicanas A.C. . (2018). Norma Lazo: Detalle del
Autor. 18 de octubre del 2021, de Secretaría de Cultura y Fundación para
las Letras Mexicanas A.C. Sitio web: http://www.elem.mx/autor/datos/1521

- Arias Hernández Ximena Michelle
- Flores Miranda Alejandro
- Juárez Tavera Yoatzin Alejandra
- Sánchez Salinas Alan Rodrigo
Grupo: 609

THOMAS
HARRIS

BIOGRAPHY

Thomas Harris is an American writer born in Jackson, Mississippi, on
April 11, 1940.
He studied at Baylor University in Waco, Texas. He began his professional
career by working for the Waco Tribune Herald where he covered police
matters. Since 1968 he worked for the Associated Press.

In his university days, he published the first accounts of him, in
publications such as Argosy or True. His first novel, inspired by a real
terrorist attack was "Black Sunday", although in this novel the attack
was planned on the SuperBowl of the American NFL.
He is best known for his series of novels focusing on the character of
Hannibal Lecter, which has inspired several Hollywood films

WORKS

Black sunday (1975)
Hannibal Lecter Series (1981-2006)
* Red Dragon (1981)
* The Silence of the Lambs (1988)
* Hannibal (1999)
* Hannibal rising (2006)
Cari mora (2019)

"IN THIS STRANGE WORLD, THIS HALF
OF THE WORLD THAT IS NOW DARK, I
HAVE TO PURSUE A BEING THAT FEEDS
ON TEARS"
The Silence of the Lambs, Thomas Harris

"IT IS A MONSTER. I CONSIDER HIM ONE OF THOSE
HORRIBLE BEINGS THAT ARE BORN FROM TIME TO TIME
IN HOSPITALS. THEY FEED THEM AND KEEP THEM WARM,
BUT THEY DON'T PUT THEM IN THE MACHINES AND THEN
THEY DIE. MENTALLY, LECTER IS LIKE THEM, ONLY HE
SEEMS NORMAL AND NO ONE NOTICES"

Red Dragon, Thomas Harris

"THE TRAGEDY IS NOT TO DIE, BUT
TO BE SACRIFICED"

"WHEN FEASIBLE, ONE SHOULD
ALWAYS TRY TO EAT RUDE PEOPLE"

Hannibal, Thomas Harris

Hannibal, Thomas Harris

ann radcliffe
(JULY 9, 1764 - FEBRUARY 7, 1823) BRITISH NOVELIST, PIONEER OF THE SO-CALLED GOTHIC HORROR
NOVEL.MOST CRITICS WHO HAVE GIVEN ANY ATTENTION TO RADCLIFFE AS A NOVELIST HAVE DECIDED THAT
SHE IS IMPORTANT CHIEFLY FOR HER USE OF THE SUPERNATURAL, AND FOR HER EMPHASIS UPON LANDSCAPE.
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ATHLIN AND DUNBAYNE CASTLES (ED. ELLAGO, DISCONTINUED) THERE ARE
EQUALLY TWO EDITIONS DATED 1830 AND 1833 WHOSE TITLES ARE
RESPECTIVELY ADELINA OR THE ABBEY IN THE JUNGLE AND LA SELVA OR THE
ABBEY OF SANTA CLARA) (DISCONTINUED)

1789
The castles of Athlin and Dunbayne is the first novel by Ann Radcliffe, and its reception was so
great that, from then on, all her novels published while she was alive were a success that led her
author to be the most widely read novelist of her time and to enjoy the recognition of the most
notable writers of the time.

THE ROMANCE OF THE FOREST
1791
It combines an air of mystery and suspense with an examination of the tension between hedonism
and morality. The novel was her first major, popular success, going through four editions in its first
three years.

THE MYSTERIES OF UDOLFO

1794
His most famous work was "The mysteries of Udolfo", whose remarkable phrases are:
"His contemplation awakened many memories, but the melancholic sweetness of that face
calmed his emotions".
"We all know the fascination of the vice of the game and how difficult it is to get out of it as
well".
"Why should I hide from you that gambling is not his only vice?"

THE ITALIAN OR THE CONFESSIONAL OF THE BLACK PENITENTS

1797
Work in which intrigue and action frame a story that already contains unmistakable features of the
coming literary movement: romanticism. It became a classic of Gothic literature, this writing
brings together in its plot the most characteristic elements of a good Gothic story, gloomy castles,
sinister convents and crypts, perverse clergymen and persecuted romantic heroine.

JULIA OR THE UNDERGROUNDS OF THE CASTLE OF MAZZINI, THE TITLE
ADOPTED BY HIS WORK A SICILIAN ROMANCE IN ITS ONLY EDITIONS
DATED FROM 1818 TO 1840 (DISCONTINUED)

1818
History told in the ruins of a castle in Sicily.

O R T E G A

V E L Á Z Q U E Z

M A R Í A

F E R N A N D A
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OSCAR WILDE

Oscar Fingal O’Flahertie Wills Wilde, (born October 16, 1854,
Dublin, Ireland—died November 30, 1900, Paris, France), Irish wit,
poet, and dramatist whose reputation rests on his only novel, The
Picture of Dorian Gray (1891), and on his comic masterpieces Lady
Windermere’s Fan (1892) and The Importance of Being Earnest
(1895).

“The books that the world calls immoral are books that
show the world its own shame.”
Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray

“You will always be fond of me. I represent to you all the
sins you never had the courage to commit.”
Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray

“He made me see what Life is, and what Death
signifies, and why Love is stronger than both.”
Oscar Wilde, The Canterville Ghost

“Death must be so beautiful. To lie in the soft brown
earth, with the grasses waving above one's head, and
listen to silence. To have no yesterday, and no tomorrow.
To forget time, to forgive life, to be at peace.”
Oscar Wilde, The Canterville Ghost

Source:
Beckson, K. (2021, 12 octubre). Oscar Wilde | Biography, Books, & Facts. Recuperado 25 de octubre de 2021, desde https://www.britannica.com/biography/Oscar
Wilde
Oscar
Wilde
Quotes
(Author
of
The
Picture
of
Dorian
Gray).
(s.
f.).
Recuperado
25
de
octubre
de
2021,
d
https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/3565.Oscar_Wilde
The Canterville Ghost Quotes by Oscar Wilde. (s. f.). Recuperado 25 de octubre de 2021, de https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3062141-the-canterville-ghost
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Richard Matheson

Richard Burton Matheson (February 20, 1926 – June 23,
2013) was an American author and screenwriter, primarily
in the fantasy, horror, and science fiction genres.

His life
Matheson was born in Allendale, New Jersey, to Norwegian
immigrants Bertolf and Fanny Matheson. They divorced when
he was eight, and he was raised in Brooklyn, New York, by his
mother. His early writing influences were the film Dracula
(1931), novels by Kenneth Roberts, and a poem which he read
in the newspaper Brooklyn Eagle,where he published his first
short story at age eight.He entered Brooklyn Technical High
School in 1939, graduated in 1943, and served with the Army
in Europe during World War II; this formed the basis for his
1960 novel The Beardless Warriors.He attended the Missouri
School of Journalism at the University of Missouri, earning his
BA in 1949, then moved to California.

Some of the most important books richard wrote are:
-I Am Legend (1954)
-Hell House (1971)
- Somewhere in Time (1975)
- The Incredible Shrinking Man (1957)
- A Stir of Echoes (1958)

Best quotes from richard matheson books
“Everyone has something to hide. And if they couldn't hide it the
world would be in a lot worse mess than it is.”
― Richard Matheson, A Stir of Echoes
“Full circle. A new terror born in death, a new superstition
entering the unassailable fortress of forever. I am legend.”
― Richard Matheson, I Am Legend
“There were no servants to maintain the house; they were
indistinguishable from the guests by then.”
― Richard Matheson, Hell House
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Peter Straub
Peter Straub (Milwaukee, Wisconsin; March 2, 1943) is an
American novelist, short story writer and poet specializing
in the horror genre. His macabre stories have received
several major awards in the Anglo-Saxon arena: the Bram
Stoker Award, the World Fantasy Award and the
International Horror Guild Award, placing him among the
most awarded authors of the genre in recent history.

"These days, there are a lot of books on
childhood trauma and its effects, but at the
same time all the experts agreed that you
have to forget about it as soon as possible
and pick up where you left off." (Peter S.)

Featured books by Peter Straub
The Camera Obscura (2004-2008)
Black House (2001-2016)
When the circle closes (2000)
Mr. X (1999)
Diabolical Circle (1995)
The Throat (1994)
Mystery 1993
Houses Without Doors (1990)
Ghosts (1979)

Peter Francis Straub
Biography
Peter Francis Straub was born on March 2, 1943 in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. He is a novelist, short story writer and specialized
poet who has written numerous science fiction books but is
especially recognized for his horror works.
He earned a bachelor's degree in English Literature from the
University of Wisconsin–Madison in 1965, completing a
master's degree at Columbia University a year later.
For a time he was a professor at the University of Milwaukee
but soon moved to Dublin, where he began writing.

Horror narrative

Awards

He has written a few novels in collaboration
with Stephen King, and one of them has
been made into a film. His horror writings
are what make him known and he is
characterized by his narrative skill and
realistic and credible exposition, although
the structure of his novels, it is not usually
very round. He has received numerous
awards specialized in the genre and is one of
the most translated authors.

His macabre stories have received
several important awards in the
Anglo-Saxon field: the Bram Stoker
Award, the World Fantasy Award
and the International Horror Guild
Award, which places him among the
most awarded authors of the genre
in recent history.

Lost boy, lost girl
IIn the village of Millhaven, a woman commits suicide for no
apparent reason. A week later, his fifteen-year-old son, Mark,
vanishes from the face of the Earth. Tim Underhill, a writer of
horror novels, will travel from New York to attend his sister-in-law's
funeral and investigate Mark's disappearance. With the help of the
eccentric and brilliant private detective Tom Pasmore, he will track
down a murderous pedophile who has already claimed several lives,
and discover that shortly before his mother committed suicide Mark
had become obsessed with an abandoned house, whose terrible
story may also have to do with Mark's fate.
This is a novel as fascinating as it is shocking, full of intrigue and
disturbing realism.

Ghost Story
It's the chilling story of five friends, one of whom dies
unexpectedly Those who survive gather to tell each other
stories of ghosts. The arrival of a mysterious and beautiful
woman makes nightmares come true. The population in
which they live begins to be victims of apparitions, suicides
and amazing events. Ghosts has been a resounding
international success and has been taken to the cinema.

Mister X
"In Mister X there are scenes of pure horror that force you to close your eyes.
When Peter Straub starts all his engines, no one beats him." Stephen King
The book is about Ned Dunstan, a character who days before the eve of his
birthday goes into a shock in which he witnesses scenes of ruthless massacres
perpetrated by a mysterious and malevolent being dressed in black whom he
calls Mister X. Ned returns to his hometown called Edgerton, that decision was
driven by a premonition that his mother Star was dying. Before he dies, his
mother reveals his father's name to him and warns him of the grave danger
he is in, yet Ned decides to find out as much as possible about his father. In
this way, a series of extraordinary adventures are unleashed that will reveal
the existence of an identical twin brother,which has the ability to defy the
laws of nature. This unmasks aspects of his own identity, that of his family
and that of the fearsome Mister X.

Stephen King and Peter
Straub
The famous Stephen King and Straub
are friends and great writers of the
genre but the difference between them
is that for King, monsters exist and
stalk us when darkness falls, while for
Straub there is nothing more terrifying
than the secrets that they hide in the
deepest recesses of the human psyche.

References
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Dean R. Koontz
Dean Ray Koontz is an American author.
His novels are billed as suspense thrillers, but
frequently incorporate elements of horror,
fantasy, science fiction, mystery, and satire.
Koontz was born on July 9, 1945, in Everett,
Pennsylvania, the son of Florence (née Logue) and
Raymond Koontz. He has said that he was regularly beaten
and abused by his alcoholic father, which influenced his
later writing, as also did the courage of his physically
diminutive mother in standing up to her husband

Koontz wrote under a number of pen names earlier in his career, including
"David Axton", "Deanna Dwyer", "K.R. Dwyer", "Leigh Nichols" and "Brian
Coffey". He has published over 105 novels and a number of novellas and
collections of short stories, and has sold over 450 million copies of his work.

Dean Koontz Quotes
- Chance gives, but it also takes
away
(Intensity - Dean Koontz)
- If you can't do any good, at
least don't do any evil
(The House of Thunder - Dean
Koontz)
- The evil that exists in human
beings does not admit of
explanations; just pretexts
(The Eyes of Darkness - Dean
Koontz)

Best works:
The Husband (2006)
Odd Thomas (2003)
Watchers (1987)
The Eyes of Darkness
(1981)
The Vision (1977)

Regan MacNeil
MacNeil
Regan

Regan Teresa MacNeil is a character from the novel "The Exorcist", that
was created by William Peter Blatty in 1971 from this book and was
interpreted by Linda BlaIr in the movie of the 70´s.
Regan was born in the book in april 1959, but
in the movie of The exorcist from 1973 se was
born in 1961.
She is the daughter of famous the
actress Chris MacNeil.
A girl of only 12 years old, shy and creative,
who is taken over by a demon that causes a
strange, aggressive and completely different
behavior to her, which causes her to worry
and frighten her mother, forcing Chris to
consult an exorcist.

https://amzn.to/3v1S99i

Regan became an icon of horror films and a
primary influence for subsequent films
depicting demonic possession. The character has
been spoofed in many parodies (in one occasion
by Linda Blair herself), such as the Scary Movie
series.

https://bit.ly/3peSlkM

Regan is a 12-year-old girl, slim, with red hair,
hazel eyes, light skin, white dress and bare feet.
But, when she is cruel, she had a zombie face.
But in her normal form, she had a human face.

About the book and the movie "The exorcist":
The Exorcist is a 1971 horror novel by American
writer William Peter Blatty. The book details the
demonic possession of twelve-year-old Regan
MacNeil, the daughter of a famous actress, and
the two priests who attempt to exorcise the
demon. Published by Harper & Row, the novel
was the basis for a highly successful film
adaptation released two years later, whose
screenplay was also written and produced by
Blatty, and which is part of The Exorcist
franchise.

https://bit.ly/3aLgzuu

The novel was inspired by a 1949 case of demonic possession and
exorcism that Blatty learned about when he was a student in the class of
1950 at Georgetown University, so the novel is set in Washington, D.C.,
near the Georgetown University campus.

About the writter:

William Peter Blatty was born in New York on
January 7, 1928 and died in Bethesda, Maryland
on January 12, 2017. He was an American
writer and film director. Author of the novel
The Exorcist and the subsequent screenplay for
the film of the same name, winner of an Oscar
for best adapted screenplay in 1973.

https://bit.ly/3vl5MAE
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Encyclopedia. Recuperado el 18 de octubre de 2021, de https://es.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=El_exorcista_(novela)&oldid=137944129

CLIVE BARKER
He is a British writer, born in 1952. He belongs to the
literary genre of terror, his most outstanding literary
work is the Books of Blood series. He has also worked
in the world of comics, movies and videogames;
Hellraiser is his best film so far, but he also developed
his video game Clive Barker's Undying.
"She touched him now as she had never previously dared, brushing her
fingertíps, oh so lightly, over bis body, running her fingers a cross the
raised skin like a blind woman reading braille. There were minute
words on every millimetre of bis body, written in a multitude of hands.
E ven through the blood she could discern the meticulous way that the
words had harrowed into him."
(The Books of Blood)

best Clive Barker books
-The Great and Secret Show
-Imajica
-The Books of Blood
-The Hellbound Heart
-Cabal
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Horror weiter
H.P. LOVECRAFT

BIOGRAPHY
Howard Phillips was an American writer, he born in 1890 in Providence and he died in
1937. Only child of Winfield Scott Lovecraft sales representative and Sarah Susan
Phillips. His education fell mainly on his mother and his maternal grandfather. Due to
his delicate health, he went little to school and became a lonely young man dedicated to
reading, astronomy and writing. Two months after his mother's death, Lovecraft
attended an amateur writers convention in Boston, where he met Sonia Greene. The
last two or three years of his life were financially strained. Despite his hard work and
efforts as a writer, the poverty in which he lived increased.

CURIOUS FACT
At the age of 14 he suffered from the death of his paternal grandfather,
Phillis Shipple Van Buren, which is why he came to think about suicide.
Although he considered himself a pacifist, he distrusted the human race
and considered that war was something that should accompany humanity
to its end, perhaps as a cause of its extermination.
As an adult he liked to take solitary walks and visit cemeteries to find the
necessary inspiration in his solitude.

HIS LIFE
He never succeeded, he become famous until he died, his
friend build up an editorial to publish his stories.
Cthulhu comes from his fear to the sea,what is caused by
an intoxication for eating fish, since he was a kid..

OUTSTANDING WORKS OF LOVECRAFT
Some outstanding works of Lovecraft are as follows:
Call of Cthulhu
In the mountains of madness
Ultha's Cats
The shadow over Innsmouth
Dunwich Horror

BIBLIOGRAPHY
s.a. (2018) H.P. Lovecraft: 34 datos curiosos del amo del terror cósmico. Pandaancha. Fecha de consulta: 14/10/2021 Recuperado de:
https://www.pandaancha.mx/noticias/hp-lovecraft-datos-curiosos-amo-terror-cosmico.html#
Biografía de H. P. Lovecraft (Su vida, historia, bio resumida). (s. f.). Biografía de H. P. Lovecraft (Su vida, historia, bio resumida). Recuperado 14 de
octubre de 2021, de https://bit.ly/3FM4G5N
Editorial Alma. (s. f.). H.P. Lovecraft. Recuperado 14 de octubre de 2021, de https://bit.ly/3aFygeU
Gavaldà, J. (2019, 20 agosto). Historia National Geographic. historia.nationalgeographic.com.es. Recuperado 14 de octubre de 2021, de
https://bit.ly/3j643dE
H.P. LOVECRAFT | Casa del Libro México. (s. f.). casadellibro. Recuperado 14 de octubre de 2021, de https://bit.ly/3DJsGEQ
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Shirley Hardey Jackson was
born on December 14th, 1916
in a town in the state of
California.
She was an American writer,
known primarily for her
works of horror and mistery.
She used to comment that
since she was little she felt
strange and that led her to
want more to be in the world
of books than with other
children.

Over the duration of her writing
career , which spanned over two
decades she composed six novels,
two memoirs and more than short
stories.

Jackson's most famous story,
"the lottery", first published in
the New Yorker on June 26,
1948, established her
reputation as a master of the
horror tale.

Her tales and stories really
convey the mistery to the reader
and this was her essence, also
the variety of ideas that are in
each reading.
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EDGAR ALLAN POE
the
of
HOrror
the master
master
of
HOrror
1809 - 1849

Edgar Allan Poe, considered one of
the universal masters of horror
stories, was an American writer,
critic, journalist, and poet.
Best known for his horror stories
and gothic novels. With a very
innovative dark style in his time, he
marked the first steps of the current
horror, science fiction and detective
novel

Pixabay. (2020). Edgar Allan Poe Portrait. [Image].
https://www.canva.com/media/MAEFkDoQhqE

BIRTH (1809)
He was born on January 19 in Boston. He
was orphaned at three years old, and was
adopted by John Allan and his wife.

1826:

Went to the University of Virginia, but, due to
his addiction to gambling, ended up in debt
and dropped out of school.

1827:
He enlisted in the army and published his first
book "Tamerlane and other poems", under
the pseudonym "by a bostonian".

Larson, A. (s.f.). Edgar Allan Poe. [Image].
https://cdn.inprnt.com/thumbs/53/

1835:

Earned a great reputation as a critic in the
magazine Southern Literary Messenger. He
married his cousin Virginia, who was only 13 years
old.

1840:
He published his first detective story, "The
Murders in the Rue Morgue", in addition to
"The Gold Bug".

POEMS:

Tamerlane and Other Poems (1827).
Lenore (1843).
The Raven (1845): Considered one of
the best known stories in American
literature and one of the best and
most gruesome of his career.
A Dream Within a Dream (1849).

STORIES:

MS. Found in a Bottle (1833).

1845:
Published his first great horror story, "The
Raven", for which he would be recognized
throughout the country.

DEATH (1849 )
He died on a Sunday, October 7, in Baltimore.
His death remains a great mystery, it is
unknown if it was a murder, a suicide attempt
or simply a misfortune of fate.

Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque
(1840).
The Murders in the Rue Morgue
(1841).
The Black Cat (1843).
The Tell-Tale Heart (1843).
The Gold Bug (1843): he won a
literary prize for this story, a
suspenseful tale of secret codes and
hunting treasure.

SOURCES:

Biography. (2021). Biografía de Edgar Allan Poe. Retrieved on October 22, 2021,
https://www.biography.com/writer/edgar-allan-poe
Gavalda, J. (2019). Edgar Allan Poe, el maestro del terror. National Geographic. Retrieved on October 22,
2021, https://historia.nationalgeographic.com.es/a/edgar-allan-poe-maestro-terror_14764
Historia y Biografía. (2020). Edgar Allan Poe. Retrieved on October 22, 2021, https://historiabiografia.com/edgar-allan-poe/
TikTak Draw. (October 29, 2017). EDGAR ALLAN POE | Draw My Life. [Video]. YouTube. Retrieved on October
22, 2021 https://youtu.be/jBO-m3UYwKs
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in Manhattan
Washington Irving was born on April 3, 1783
(New York).
er, historian and
American short story writer, essayist, biograph
diplomat.
York State).
He died November 28, 1859 in Westchester (New

CURIOSITIE

- "Great minds have goals, other
desires."

S

mage to the former president
-This author is named after him in ho
ton, for whom his parents felt
of the United States, George Washing
admiration.
a young woman, who passed
- Washington Irving was engaged to
gic event, Irving never thought
away at the age of 17. After this tra
about getting married again.
llow" on which the film directed
-The story "The Legend of Sleepy Ho
well as the story "Rip Van
by Tim Burton is based is his own, as
Winkle", among others.

HIM BEST
WRITINGS

ARE:

- The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
and Other Ghost Tales
- Rip Van Winkle
- Tales from Old New York
- Tales of the Alhambra

CELEBRATE PHRASES

"GREAT MINDS HAVE GOALS, OTHER DESIRES."

"THE IDOL OF TODAY CORNERS THE HERO OF YESTERDAY, AND AT THE
SAME TIME REPLACES HIM WITH THE HERO OF TOMORROW."

"AGE IS A MATTER OF FEELING, NOT YEARS."

"MARRIAGE IS THE TORMENT OF ONE, THE HAPPINESS OF TWO, THE
CONFLICTS AND THE FRIENDSHIP OF THREE."

"WHEN ONE PERSON TELLS ANOTHER THAT SHE LOOKS VERY YOUNG,
HE MUST BE CERTAIN THAT SHE IS GETTING OLD."

SOURCES
Washington Irving. (s. f.). Trabalibros - Red de libros, libros en red. Recuperado 26 de octubre de 2021, de https://trabalibros.com/autores/washington-irvingbiografia

Charles L. Grant
September 12, 1942 - September 15, 2006
Charles Lewis Grant was an American novelist and short
story writter specialized in what he called "quiet horror"
and "dark fantasy".
Grant wrote twelve books (eight novels and four
collections of four related novellas each) set in the fictional
Connecticut town of Oxrun Station.
Stephen King expressed admiration for Grant's work,
stating that Grant was "One of the premier horror writers
of his or any generation". This quote was usually placed on
the front of Grant's books

Books
He wrote horror novels, science
fiction, and short fiction. He also
wrote under the pseudonyms of
Geoffrey Marsh, Lionel Fenn,
Simon Lake, Felicia Andrews,
and Deborah Lewis
The Hour of the Oxrun dead (1977)

Nightmare Seasons (1982)
The orchard (1986)

Tales from the Nightside (1981)

Reyes Santos Gaona Bruno
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Howard
Phillips
Lovecraft
1890-1937

Novelist, poet,
journalist, science
fiction writer, essayist,
and writer

Lovecraft was born in
Providence, Rhode
Island, United States

Mystery, fantasy, gothic
novel, science fiction,
cosmicism, horror
literature, lovecraftian
horror and body horror
fiction.

-Call of Cthulhu
-The shadow of another time
-In the mountains of
madness
-The case of Charles Dexter
Ward
-Ulthar's Cats

He died of
intestinal cancer at
Providence's Jane
Brown Memorial
Hospital.

Ulthar's Cats
"Ulthar's cats" has cats as protagonists, the
story focuses on a law that prohibits the killing
of cats in a town called Ulthar.
Cats are treated with special respect, bordering
on veneration.
Lovecraft grew up in the
company of a black cat he
named Nigger-man, whom
he cared for affectionately.

Lovecraft's love for
cats grew throughout
his life, due to the
memory of his first
pet.

Ulthar is a city with
a prominent role in
the dream
adventure cycle.

Ulthar is located
beyond the Skai
River, in the
Dreamlands.

The "do not kill
cats" law was
proposed by
Barzai

The kittens of the
city: they are highly
intelligent and can
communicate with
humans who
understand their
language.

stephen
king
"Richard Bachman"
Stephen Edwin King was born on
September 21, 1947, in Portland, the son
of Donald King and Nellie Ruth Pillsbury.
In 1966 he graduated from Lisbon Falls
High School, and completed his
training at the University of Maine of
Orono.
He began his path as a writer when he
published some short stories in the
college magazine The Maine Campus.
Stephen King's Best Works
Stephen King has more than 70 books
created and more than 300 million copies
sold.
After 50 years of being considered one of
the greatest writers of all time, these
following works are considered King's
greatest works.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Carrie.
It.
The Talisman.
The Shinning.
Misery.
Salem's Lot.
The Dark Tower Saga.

IT
It is a monster created by King in 1986, the
year in which the novel in which this
monster appears, was published.
This creature represents the fear of all
people, because of this, in order to live, it
needs to feed on the fear of all living beings,
especially children, but why specifically
children? Children are more sensitive to
fear, their fear is more "delicious" for It,
because of this he decides to use a clown
appearance to attract children and when
they feel confident, it transforms into what
they fear the most, but in an even more
grotesque way to kill them with fear and
thus feed on their fear, after a year, he
hibernates for 27 years, and then again
begins to kidnap children and kill them
before hibernating again.

Bibliographical sources
https://librosmejores.com/st
ephen-king
https://personajeshistoricos.
com/c-escritores/stephenking/
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Anee Rice
(OCTOBER 4, 1941)

FIRST YEARS
Anne Rice was born on October 4, 1941 in New Orleans,
Louisiana, USA. She is an American author known for her
novels about vampires and other supernatural creatures.
Rice was christened Howard Allen O’Brien, but she hated her
first name, so she changed it to Anne in the first grade. She
grew up in an environment with imaginative narratives from
her Irish Catholic family.

A TRAGIC LIFE
In 1956 her mother died for alcoholism, so she lost faith in
God. Also, she finished high school in Texas, and attended
Texas Woman’s University.
She married poet Stan Rice when she was 20, and received a
B.A. and an M.A. from San Francisco State College; however
her daughter Michelle was just five years old when she died
of leukemia, a loss that devastated Rice.

BOOKS WRITTEN BY HER
Interview with the Vampire (1976)
The Feast of All Saints (1979)
Cry to Heaven (1982)
Exit to Eden (1985)
The Vampire Lestat (1985)
Belinda (1986)
The Queen of the Damned (1988)
The Tale of the Body Thief (1992)
Servant of the Bones (1996)
Violin (1997)

The Vampire Armand (1998)
Merrick (2000)
Blood And Gold (2001)
Blackwood Farm (2002)
Blood Canticle (2003)
Called Out of Darkness (2008)
The Wolf Gift (2012)
The Wolves of Midwinter (2012)
Prince Lestat (2014)
Blood Communion (2018)

She wrote a sympathetic treatment of dysfunctional supernatural characters with topics such as
the meaning of the life, love, loneliness, and moral conflicts.

Vampires are “the perfect
metaphor for the outsider
who is in the midst of
everything, yet completely cut
off.”
MAIN CHARACTER
CHARACTER IN
IN "INTERVIEW
"INTERVIEW WITH
WITH
MAIN
THE VAMPIRE"
VAMPIRE"
THE

Louis de Pointe du Lac was born in France on October 4, 1766,
and he raised under Catholicism. He is a vampire haunted by the
meaning of his immortality, constantly struggling with his lust for
human blood and seeking to find meaning in his new life.
In fact, the vampires world is not very different from the human
world. Many people successful lack empathy and awareness.
Louis' dilemma is one that everybody deal every day, the world is
a scary place.

Names:
Castañeda Espitia
Donovan Aarón.
Jiménez Gómez
Josué Alexis.
Group: 610

References:
Book Series in Orden. (n.d.). Anee Rice Books in Orden.
https://cutt.ly/aRknZPF
Shmoop. (2021). Louis de Pointe du Lac in Interview with the Vampire.
https://bit.ly/3DVssKW
The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica. (2021). Anne Rice. American
author. https://bit.ly/3aUrj9L
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He was born on August 20, 1890 in Providence, Rhode Island, United States
As for the relationship with his parents, his father died in
a psychiatric facility after being diagnosed with paresis.

He had a bad relationship with his mother, Sarah Susan
Phillips due to the lack of affection she expressed towards
his son and her conservative Puritan ideals.

He was overprotected by his own mother to insane levels,
becoming a hermit with none contact with the outside world.

Lovecraft was a child prodigy who learned to read when
he was 2 years old and write at 6 or 7 years old.

He was a lover of classic stories like The Thousand and One
Nights and The Iliad. Also, he was interested in classical
mythology.

His first writing was at 13 years old, it was the Providence
Detective Agency. When he was 15 years old, he wrote his
first short story The Beast in the Cave, at 16 years old,
wrote an astronomy column for the Providence Tribune,
and in 1917 wrote a fictional book The Tomb and Dagon.

He joined to the United Amateur Press Association in 1914
after a debate with Fred Jackson, a popular writer, because
Lovecraft found his romantic texts tasteless.
After the death of his mother, Lovecraft attended a
convention in Boston where he met Sonia H. Greene, whom
he would marry and move to Brooklyn in 1924.

The economic problems in their marriage appeared and
Sonia had to go to Cleveland to look for work while
Lovecraft remained alone in New York admiring Mussolini's
fascist stances. Reasons they got divorced in 1926.

Lovecraft worked as a "ghostwriter", writing under names
such as Robert E. Howard, Robert Bloch, Clark Ashton Smith
or August Derleth.

The Circle of Lovecraft allowed him to develop his literary
world full of loneliness and frustration, in this period
Lovecraft wrote his most important works, the thirteen
stories of Cthulhu.

Lovecraft died of intestinal cancer on March 15, 1937, in anonymity and utter poverty.
GOTHIC PHASE (1905 - 1920)
The Beast in the Cave (1905)

DREAM PHASE (1920 - 1926)
The Cats of Ulthar (1920)

ABILITIES
Alter his form
Regenerates his limbs in hours
Hurts humans through their dreams
Conquered the Earth and the deep ocean
Control the minds of those who look at him
Gelatinous body that makes him indestructible
Cthulhu is a cosmic entity that rests
inside the submerged city of R'lyeh, in
the South Pacific.
One day, Cthulhu will return to walk on the Earth, waiting for this moment, their faithfuls
sing the psalm "In the City of R'lyeh, the deceased Cthulhu, waits dreaming"

COSMICIST PHASE (1926 - 1937)
The Call of Cthulhu (1926)

CHARACTERISTICS
Octopus head
Tentacle face
Scaly and stretchy body
Four limbs with huge claws
Anthropoid outlined monster
Pair of long narrow wings on the back
The fact that appears in dreams made
him an object of worship for some
religions in regions like New Zealand,
Greenland, Louisiana, and the
mountains of China.
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Edith Warthon

Edith Warthon was born in 1862, died in
1937 at the age of 75.
She wrote some horror stories of which
very few are known, one of them is "Ghost
stories."
Important facts of her life

in 1923 she became the first woman to be awarded an
honorary doctorate from Yale University
She became friend and confident of many intellectuals of
her time. Henry James, Francis Scott Fitzgeral Jean Cocteau
and Ernest Hemingway were his guests on occasion. She was
also a good friend of reformer president Theodore Roosvelt.
in 1930 she was appointed a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters

Chosen story

Ghost stories
While claiming not to believe in ghosts, paradoxically she did confess
that she was frightened of them. Wharton imbues this potent irrational
and imaginative fear into her ghostly fiction to great effect.

Characters of Story
The Lady’s Maid’s Bell.” The tale is narrated to us by young Alice Hartley.

In “The Eyes,” which transpires mainly in England and Rome, an aged man
of the world, author Andrew Culwin ,tells his cronies of the one ghostly
experience that he had witnessed
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SHIRLEY
JACKSON
Horror writers

Biography:
She was born on
December 14, 1916 in
San Francisco and
died on August 8,
1965 at the age of 48
from a heart attack,
she was overweight
and smoked too much
which affected her
dying young.

As a young child she felt
different
from
other
children and that led to
her closeness with books,
later in her teenage years
she moved to New York
City.

It is said that
Shirley
Jackson
kept
different
diaries in which
she
wrote
anecdotes
in
different voices,
as if she herself
were more than one
person at a time.

Richard Matheson

Stephen King

It is considered that
she was one of the
best horror writers
in the United States,
although she was not
fully
recognized,
she was a great
influence
for
writers
who
currently stand out
as:
Richard
Matheson,
Stephen
King, Joanne Harris,
among others.

Joanne Harris

Work and Books:
In Jackson's works there is a great interest in what is hidden on the
surface, a very fruitful space for terror that she knew how to work
with and take care of even the smallest detail.
In addition to terror, violence
is another of the topics that
interests Jackson, and above
all, senseless violence, which
occurs within the families
themselves and which does not
have a clear objective but is
clearly unnecessary.

Among his works we cannot
forget The Lottery, The Curse of
Hill House or The Road Through
the Wall.
"The Curse of Hill House" (1959)
is the construction of a
character whose precarious
mental
stability
crumbles
inside a haunted house. The
most famous house in the
literature of its time. Well
known for its ghosts.

References:
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Stephen King

He was born in Portland, Maine;
September 21, 1947; He is an
American writer of horror novels,
supernatural fiction, mystery,
science fiction, and fantasy
literature.

In 2003 he received the National
Book Award for his dissemination
of American letters. In 2015, he was
awarded the National Medal of Arts
by the United States government in
recognition of his long career in the
world of letters.

Important novels
1974 - Carrie
1986 - It
1981 - Cujo
1977 - The Shining

Bibliography
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Stephen began his actual writing career
in January of 1959, when he and his
brother David decided to publish their
own local newspaper called "Dave's Rag".

In 1963, collaborating with his best
friend from college Chris Chesley , they
published a collection of 18 short stories
called "People, Places, and ThingsVolume I".

King's work includes six nonfiction
books, about 60 novels and some 200
short stories which have been collected
in eleven collections.

Group 509
Buendia Buendia Luis Alberto
Gutiérrez Anita Socorro Monserrat
López Villanueva Erick Abraham
Teacher: Irma López Casillas

In some works he uses the pseudonym
of Richard Bachman

Film adaptations of most of his novels
have been made all over the world, it
would be hard to count all of them.
The most recognized is "The Shining",
was made in 1980 by the director
Stanley Kubrick.

Theodore Eibon Donald Klein
(T.E.D.Klein)
He was born on July 15, 1947 in
New York. He lives in New York City.

Theodore is an American horror
writer and an editor.

He chose to study "film
history"
at
Columbia
University in 1970.
Klein was interested in writing, for that reason, he
started like an imitator, because he tried to imitate the
feelings (emotion, scared and intrigue) that he felt
when he read writers like:

He
studied
in
Brown
University and he graduated
in 1969.

Arthur Machen
MR James
Walter De La Mare
HP Lovecraft

For us, the picture represents his feelings
when he read those writers.

He started his career as a horror writer with his book
named "The Events at Poroth Farm" in 1972.
His featured books are:
The Events at Poroth Farm.
The Ceremonies
Dark Gods, his book includes long
and short horror tales.
Cover of his debut book
Also, he wrote the script for the film trauma named: Dario
Argento, He has written two critical essays on macabre
fiction: "Dr. Van Helsing's Handy Guide to Ghost Stories", a
series of articles for "Twilight Zone" magazine, and Raising
Goosebumps for Fun and Profit and written for "Writer's
Digest" magazine.
He is still alive.
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LAZO

She was born in Veracruz on January 30, 1966. She is a narrator and
essayist. Norma is a graduate of the Faculty of Clinical Psychology of
the Veracuz University and she is a teacher in Knowledge about
subjectivity and violence by the College of Knowledge.

Image #1. Norma Lazo.
Image recovered from: https://bit.ly/3AQ7fzS

She was part of the screenwriters team of the television series “La hora
marcada” produced by Televisa.
In 1994, Norma founded the magazine “Complot”, which she directed until
2004, besides, Norma is a creator together with Lorena Wolffer, of the
cultural magazine “Caja Negra (2004)” for OnceTV and she is coscreenwriter, together with Vanessa Miklos, of the feature film “El
mecanismo del miedo (2005)”.
Norma was in charge of the column “Los crímenes que conmocionaron a
México” of the newspaper El Universal between 2006 and 2007.
Norma worked as an autor, co-author or screenwriter for several televisión
projects such as “Facultad de diálogo (2006)” o “Las siete nuevas artes
(2007-2008)”, on television stations such as TV UNAM and OnceTV and
she is a collaborator of various cultural publications such as: “Confabulario”,
“Hoja por hoja”, “Origina” and “Tierra adentro”.

Image #2. Veracruz University logo.
Image recovered from: https://bit.ly/2XlJsu9

Image #3. TV UNAM and OnceTV logos.
Image recovered from: https://bit.ly/2YWMnd4
and https://bit.ly/3p6b81A

She has been a member of the National System of Art Creators since 2011
and her works have been translated into english, french and czech.

Image #4. "La hora marcada".
Image recovered from: https://bit.ly/3vst33B

Novels:
Lo imperdonable
(2014)
El mecanismo del
miedo (2011)
El dilema de Houdini
(2009)
El dolor es un triangulo
equilátero (2005)

Author of essays as:
El horror en el cine
y la literatura
(2004)
La luz detrás de la
puerta: el silencio
en la escritura
(2012)

Film essay
scriptwriter:
El mecanismo
del miedo
(2005)

Image #8. Sanborns.
Image recovered from:https://bit.ly/3aKJgYv
Image #5. National System of Art Creators.
Image recovered from: https://bit.ly/3vli0Jn

Image #6.Enciclipedia of literature of
Mexico.
Image recovered from: https://bit.ly/3DTur23

Image #7. Editorial Board of the State
Public Administration.
Image recovered from: https://bit.ly/2Z30myg

In 2007, she received the “José Fuentes Mares” National Prize for
Literature for her novel “El dolor es un triángulo equilátero”.
In 2010, she got a honorific mention in the “Beatríz Mirror” National
Short Story Award and the following year, her essay, "La luz detrás de
la puerta: el silencio en la escritura”, was the second place in the
International Literature Contest of the Bicentennial "Sor Juana Inés de
la Cruz". She won the Juan José Arreola National Short Story
Competition, 2014

The narrative of the author Norma Lazo has always been characterized by
having dark and violent tones that are practically her personal insignia; very
marked in works such as "El dolor es un triángulo equilátero" or "El
mecanismo del miedo". This does not imply that her narrative is the same all
the time and books like "lo imperdonable" that deals with existentialism and
self-discovery are a clear example that this author is a very versatile person
to write.
R E F E R E N C E S
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HORROR WRITERS
STEPHEN KING
BIOGRAPHIES
The author Stephen Edwin King was born on
September 21, , 1947 in Portland, Maine, he
graduated from Lisbon Falls High School in 1966
in 1971 he married the writer Tabitha Spruce ,
graduated with a degree in English in 1970, he is
currently recognized as one of the most famous
and successful horror writers of all time.

ANIMAL CEMETERY
Louis Creed, a good doctor
settles in a beautiful house in
Ludlow along with his wife,
Rachel and their two children,
Ellie and Gage. Upon arriving at
the place where the residence
is located, he meets Judson
"Jud" Crandall, an old and kind
neighbor of the Creeds who
end up linking a friendship.
.
Everything was normal, until,
taken by his neighbor, he
meets a mysterious pet
cemetery

THE VISIT
An eleven year old boy has
been brutally raped and
murdered. All the evidence
points to one of Flint
City's most beloved
citizens: Terry Maitland, a
coach in the children's
league, a literature
teacher, an exemplary
husband and father of two
girls. Detective Ralph
Anderson orders his arrest.
Maitland has a firm alibi
that proves he was in
another city when the
crime was committed, but
DNA evidence found at the
scene confirms he is
guilty.

MISERY
Cold sweats run through our
bodies when the name of
Annie Wilkes comes to mind.
Wild and like a cowbell, this
affable-looking young lady
becomes our worst
nightmare. Paul Sheldon, the
writer who has her obsessed
has fallen into her hands. The
woman didn't like anything
that she killed her favorite
character and the poor guy is
going to find out soon ...

CUJO
What a hot flash we spent
with the dog ... And it is that
the charming San Bernardo
that gives the title to the
work is bitten by a bat that
infects him with rabies. In
fact, this is rage and the rest
is nonsense. The animal sows
terror to unimaginable levels
in the small town of Castle
Rock. You will never look at
the Saint Bernards with the
same eyes again.

MR MERCEDES
Just before dawn, in a decadent
American city, hundreds of
unemployed people wait for
the opening of the employment
office to claim one of the
thousand jobs that have been
announced. They have queued
all night. Invisible until they
see it on top of them, a
Mercedes emerges from the
cold fog of the early morning.
His driver runs over and
crushes those within his reach.
Then he backs down and lashes
out at them again.

RABIA
JCharles Decker is an 18-yearold teenager who suffers from
schizophrenia, who wants to be
admitted to a correctional
facility for assaulting a teacher
with a wrench, causing a
serious head trauma.
Gun in hand, and so that he is
not ed up, he kidnaps his class
an entire morning. To make the
situation more bearable
Charles tells them part of his
childhood and adolescence;
Meanwhile, the atmosphere
begins to heat up among the
students, and soon they begin
to attack each other verbally
and physically, infected with
Charles' dementia.

INTEGRANTES DEL EQUIPO:
Cerón Ortega Ricardo
García Guerrero Ana Karen
Quiroz Vazquez Mario Alejandro
Grupo 509
Teacher: Irma Lopez Casillas

El RESPLANDOR
Not a few are more familiar
with the Stanley Kubrick
adaptation than the original
novel. However, we can
already assure you that the
spiral of madness unleashed
in the Overlook Hotel gives,
at least, the same fear when
we experience it in King's
handwriting. In fact, fans of
the film will enjoy some
contributions that will delight
them.

IT
The clown sympathy thing
has always been a moot
issue. In fact, they are more
disturbing than anything else.
To delve into this second
idea, the enormous author
introduced us to Pennywise,
that sort of paranormal
creature hungry for blood.
The fear that we go through
in the company of the losers'
club is not paid for.

HOWARD PHILLIPS
LOVECRAFT

Ángel García 410-A 25/10/2021

Death is merciful, for from it there is no return; but for him who returns from the
deepest chambers of the night, lost and conscious, there is no peace again.

AT THE MOUNTAINS OF

CALL OF

MADNESS

H. P. Lovecraft wrote "At the
Mountains of Madness" in early
1931, and the novel was first
published in three installments in
1936, in the Pulp magazine Astounding Stories. Influenced by
the icy landscapes from the
brush and imagination of Nicholas
Roerich. In the Mountains of
Madness summarizes the writer's
lifelong fascination with
Antarctica.

CTHULHU

AUTHOR'S FUN

FACT

Despite writing and developing numerous
science fiction and horror or alien and
cosmic horror stories, it became known that
his favorite and most widely read literary
genre was crime novels.

The Call of Cthulhu is a short story in
novelette structure written by H. P.
Lovecraft in 1926. The work was first
published in February 1928 by the
pulp publisher Weird Tales.

THE CASE OF
CHARLES
DEXTER WARD

It is a short novel written by H. P. Lovecraft between 1927
and 1928. It can be considered one of the author's major
works.Based on the well-known Salem Witch affair of 1692
and set in his native Providence, the author recounts the
strange events surrounding the protagonist (Charles Dexter
Ward) and his mysterious ancestor, the occultist Joseph
Curwen, who disappeared on the eve of the American
Revolutionary War.

BIOGRAPHY

American writer, Howard Phillips Lovecraft was
born in 1890 in Providence, Rhode Island, and
died in the same town in 1937. Lovecraft
developed his own mythology within the horror
genre, following a current of materialistic
cosmic horror far removed from the traditional
aspects of the genre.

INFORMATION

SOURCE
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Stephen Edwin King
Stephen Edwin King (born in Portland, Maine,
on September 21, 1947), better known as
Stephen King and occasionally by his pen name
Richard Bachman, is an American writer of
horror novels, supernatural fiction, mystery,
science fiction, and fantasy literature.

In 1966 he graduated from Lisbon Falls High School, and
completed his training at the University of Maine of Orono.
During his years of university training, he actively participated
in student political life, becoming a member of the Students
Senate and becoming involved in the Orono Campus antimilitary movement against the Vietnam War. There he began
his literary activity publishing various stories in the university
magazine The Maine Campus.
He won critical acclaim with his first novel, Carrie (1974), which
would be followed by The Shining (1977), which earned him great
international prestige, It (That, 1986), Misery (1987) and
Insomnia (1994). ), to name just a few of his biggest hits.
As a child he witnessed a tragic accident: one of
his friends was trapped on the train tracks and
was run over by it. Although it is suspected that
this event is the inspiration for his own works, the
author dismisses this idea, claiming that his
fondness for this genre was rather due to reading
fiction and horror books that an aunt of his
collected.
His effective and direct style, together with his great ability to highlight
the most disturbing aspects of everyday life, have made him the bestselling specialist in horror literature (although he has also made forays
into the fantasy and science fiction genre). Many of his novels have been
taken to the cinema.

It: In Derry, Maine, seven teenagers first discovered
the horror that they deemed "It" often taking the
form of Pennywise the Clown. Now adults, each with
their own successes, one of the self-proclaimed
"Losers Club" asks the gang to return and end the
evil creature's reign once and for all.

The shining: It's a deeply suspenseful paranormal story
about Jack Torrance, who starts a new job as a caretaker at
the Overlook Hotel, hoping to spend more time with his
family and work on his writing. During the off-season, a
chilling winter storm confines Jack to the hotel — and
sinister forces begin to emerge. It's a classic haunted house
story that has been scaring readers for nearly 50 years.
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Stephen King
"Master of horror"

Stephen Edwin King was born on September 21, 1947, in Portland, Maine. He is an
American author of horror, supernatural fiction, suspense, crime, science-fiction,
and fantasy novels. His books have sold more than 350 million copies, and many
have been adapted into films, television series, miniseries, and comic books.

Life and Education
The second son of Donald and Nellie Ruth Pillsbury King. After his
parents separated when Stephen was a toddler, he and his older
brother, David, were raised by his mother. Parts of his childhood
were spent in Fort Wayne, Indiana, where his father's family was
at the time, and in Stratford, Connecticut.

Stephen graduated from Lisbon Falls High School in 1966.Then he
attended the University of Maine at Orono. There he wrote for
the school's newspaper,THE MAINE CAMPUS. After graduating
with a degree in English in 1970, he tried to find a position as a
teacher but had no luck at first. King took a job in a laundry and
continued to write stories in his spare time until late 1971, when
he began working as an English educator at Hampden Academy.
King met his wife Tabitha Spruce in the stacks of the Fogler Library at the University
of Maine at Orono, where they both worked as students. They were married in
January 1971 and later had three children: Naomi Rachel, Joe Hill, and Owen Philip,
and four grandchildren.

Work
*Carrie (1974)
*The Shining (1977)
*The Dead Zone (1979)
*Pet Sematary (1983)
*Cycle of the Werewolf (1983)
*The Talisman (1984)
*It (1986)
*Insomnia (1994)
*Desperation (1996)
*The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon (1999)
*Dreamcatcher (2001)

*11/22/63 (2011)
*Doctor Sleep (2013)
*End of Watch (2016)
*Gwendy’s Button Box (2017)
*Sleeping Beauties (2017)
*The Outsider (2018)
*Later (2021)
*Billy Summers (2021)
*Gwendy’s Final Task (2022)

Cuéllar Alfaro Evelyn Natalia
Maya Armenta Yessie Jatziry
Group:610

SUSAN HILL

"THE WOMAN IN
BLACK"
SUSAN HILL...
Susan Elizabeth Hill was born on
February 5, 1942 in Scarborough
(England).
The British writer is known for her
books of police intrigue, suspense,
horror and mystery. In his novels,
Hill mixes the English gothic
atmosphere and his ghost stories

Her life as a writer began in
the 60's, a period in which
she published novels such
as "The Enclosure" (1961) or
"Do Me A Favor" (1963).
"THE WOMAN IN BLACK"

His best known work internationally is "The
Woman in Black", written in 1983 and published
in 1987.
Susan Hill's Woman in Black can be defined as a
horror and ghost novel...

It contains all the necessary elements: the
strange, incredulous but brave protagonist who
will find an ally, the people who keep a secret, a
terrible past history, a beautiful but terrifying
setting, a mysterious house… it is narrated in the
first person; is an effective horror story that has
had different versions in theater, television and
cinema. The woman in black is a short novel,
very entertaining, that achieves great moments
of tension.

Currently Susan Hill works as a
contributor as a columnist with
the “Daily Telegraph” and owns
a publishing house called Long
Barn Books and a literary
magazine called “Books And
Company”.
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MARY
SHELLEY
1797 - 1851
Creator of
Frankenstein

Born on August 30, 1797, in London,
she lived through the death of her
mother from a very young age, a few
days after her birth.

She created in 1818 the considered first
science fiction novel, Frankenstein: The
Modern Prometheus, her most important
work and a classic in our days.

On the night of June 16, 1816, she met with
Lord Byron and others. They read horror
stories for entertainment. Mary then
imagined Frankenstein inspired by a
nightmare she had at the age of eighteen.
She wrote the novel after a bet with Byron.

She died in London of a brain tumor
while she slept on February 1, 1851.
Her last wish was to be buried with
her parents. They rest in St Peter's
Cemetery, Bournemouth.
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MARY SHELLEY

The daughter of the philosopher William Golding and the feminist
writer Mary Wollstonecraft (died within weeks of giving birth), her
stepmother denied her formal education but her father (and herself)
tried to bring her closer to culture, science and literature
Born
August 30, 1797 in London, England
Died
(from a brain tumor)
February 1, 1851 in London, England

Frankenstein
(or the modern Prometheus)
Her first novel published in 1818 and turned into a
universal myth tells the story of a creature created
by a student from human corpses
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ORIGIN OF THE NOVEL
The British poet Lord Byron made a bet with a group of
writers to create a horror story Mary based one of her
nightmares and the experiments of the Italian physicist

Mary Sh
elley

Luigi Galvani

THE STORY
Victor Frankenstein, a young scientist who creates an intelligent creature in an
unorthodox science experiment. But his success will be his sentence, in response to
the rejection by everyone towards the creature, the creature decides to quench
his thirst for revenge towards his creator and towards what he loves, turning
everything around him into death. The monster, sick with loneliness, requests a
partner from his creator in exchange for disappearing forever, but Victor refuses
to do so, causing the only way out towards peace and rest is the end of one of the
two.
It is steeped in elements of the Gothic novel and the Romantic movement, but can
be considered the first true science fiction story.

DESCRIPTION OF FRANKENSTEIN

He was a humanoid creature of enormous stature, his skin was yellowish and parchment, his black
hair, loose and abundant, his teeth were pearl white and contrasted horribly with watery eyes that
seemed almost the same color as the whitish sockets. That lodged and stretched black lips.
He was quite an intelligent being, also sensitive and emotional, he longed for company and
affection; his only goal was to live with another being endowed with feelings. He was very
eloquent and articulate, admired beauty, had peaceful leanings, liked to read, and fed on roots,
berries, and nuts found in the field. However, the continuous rejection of him, made him become
a lonely, bitter and vengeful being, despite that, he is continually tormented by his remorse.

CURRENTLY
The novel continues as a cultural reference that has
inspired movies, characters and even songs

References:
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MARY SHELLEY.
HER LIVE
DEDICATED TO
HORROR.

mary
Shelley
Her live dedicated to
horror.
The life of this author.

Mary was born in 1797 and she died in 1851. She was a
writer, playwright, essyist and british biography. She was
recognized for being the author of the gotic novel
Frankenstein, leaning on his experiences with his couple
Percy Bysshe.
Her most important books.

- Frankenstein (Frankenstein, or the
Modern Prometeus (1818)
- The Last Man (1826)
- Mathilda (1819-1820)
- Valperga (1823)

- The fortunes Perkin Warbeck: a romance
(1830)
- Lodore (1835)
- Falkner (1837)

The terror in her books.

The mourner. This book is about a young man named
Neville and a young woman named Ellen. Covers the issues
of isolation and identity, this horror story reflexes the pain
and fault that she experience after the loss of her husband.
.

The Mortal Immortal. This is one of the best books that Mary
wrote. Covers the issues of immortality and the ethical and
moral dilemma of postponing human life. This relates the
Winzy´s story, who drinks a mysterious potion prepared by his
mentor, Cornelio Agrippa. Boards an elixir of immortality, made
from alchemy.

The Evil Eye. A Tale. This gotic story relates Dmitri's story, that
after the attack of some pirates, his daughter and wife died
Zella. It addresses shipwrecks, exotic and mysterious oriental
elements, revenge and kidnappings, further exploring the life of
the author.
Frankenstein, orthe Modern Prometheus. (1816)
This story talks about a lonely creature, created
from corpses, obsessed with the supernatural. The
book raises moral questions about the limits of
science and the work of scientists. Frankenstein is a
monster, symbol of his orphanhood, alienation and
its lack of meaning and human identity, represents
social justice. The character longs to spend his life
with another creature similar to him, he is very
intelligent despite his appearance he is very
sensitive and emotional, suffers from many
rejections for his appearance and makes him a
lonely being, vengeful and bitter but from time to
time he feels remorse for his actions which makes
him different from other monsters.

